






If you’re not confused (at times) you’re not thinking about the future enough!



WELCOME TO 2020: A DECADE OF DRAMATIC CHANGE IS AHEAD OF US
Numerology: 2 for collaboration, 0 for infinite possibilities 



Science fiction is becoming science fact



“Every failed idea from the .com bubble would work now”  
*Marc Andreessen









The future is NO LONGER an extension of the present



The future is NO LONGER an extension of the present



The future is NO LONGER an extension of the presentAs an investor, how will you know what’s real, and what’s not, and WHEN and WHERE?



The 2 key narratives that impact our immediate future



Climate Change Human Change
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 “The cost of inaction is rapidly becoming significantly higher than the cost of action”



Fossil Fuel Boycotts and CARBON TAXES are coming - be prepared!



NEURALINKInvesting in oil, gas and coal will soon become socially indefensible* 
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Technology 



Human Change
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The externalities and the (un)intended consequences of exponential technological change  
will equal those of fossil fuels and climate change





Data everywhere Cloud everything Connected everything Compute 
 anything

Smart everything Transact anything Make anything See everything Change anything

Understand 
anything



The 5th Industrial Revolution (5IR)



With vast new power …



With vast new power comes vast new responsibility





A new Renaissance



A new Renaissance



‘Too much of a good thing’ can be a very bad thing (#digitalethics)



Ethics: knowing the difference between what you have the power or the right to do, and what is the right thing to do



What kind of world do you want to pass on to your children? What kind of 
ANCESTOR do you want to be? What will the world say about you in 30 years 

time? Are you investing in / creating a future that you can be proud of?



Imminent Paradigm Shifts



The End of ‘Business as Usual’
A  globally rising tide of protest about failure to tackle climate change, the strong reference of younger workers and customers to purpose-led 
businesses (and their dislike of those companies that fall short), and conflicts over the fact that wages continue to lag overall economic growth 

(via the FT)





SUSTAINABLE is becoming the new ‘profitable’
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SUSTAINABLE is becoming the new ‘profitable’



A new stock market based on 4 bottom lines 





Sustainability is now becoming a fiduciary issue; Al Gore started this theme in 2012!
“Sustainable Capitalism seeks to maximise long-term economic value creation. It explicitly integrates environmental, 
social, and governance (ESG) factors into strategy, the measurement of outputs and the assessment of both risks and 

opportunities. Sustainable Capitalism encourages us to generate financial returns in a long-term and responsible 
manner, and calls for internalising negative externalities through appropriate pricing”  





The future could be heaven or it could be hell - and it doesn’t just 
‘happen to us’. We CREATE it every day, by inaction or by action.



 “The cost of inaction is rapidly becoming significantly higher than the cost of action”




